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LEP stopped in 2000, limited by synchrotron energy loss, at √s = 209 GeV 

Relatively low Higgs mass: 
mH = 125 GeV

240 GeV
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Large e+e- accelerator 
for high-precision Higgs studies
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Higgs production in e+e- collisions
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Events at 5.6 ab-1

ZH: 106 events

ννH: 104 events

e+e-H: 103 events

S/B
1:100-1000

Observables: 
Higgs mass, CP, σ(ZH), 

event rates (σ(ZH, vvH)*Br(H→X) ), 
differential distributions 

Extract:
Absolute Higgs width, couplings
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320 PHYSICS PERFORMANCE WITH BENCHMARK PROCESSES

ZX candidates for the Z ! µ+µ� and Z ! e+e� decay modes. The analyses are based
on the full detector simulation for the signal events and on the fast detector simulation
for background events. The event selections are entirely based on the information of
the two leptons, independent of the final states of Higgs boson decays. This approach
is essential for the measurement of the inclusive e+e� ! ZH production cross section
and the model-independent determination of the Higgs boson branching ratios. The SM
processes with at least 2 leptons in their final states are considered as backgrounds. As
shown in Figure 11.3, the analysis has a good signal-to-background ratio. The long high-
mass tail is largely due to the initial-state radiation. Leading background contributions
after the selection are from ZZ, WW and Z� events. Compared to the Z ! µ+µ�

decay, the analysis of the Z ! e+e� decay suffers from additional and large background
contributions from Bhabha scattering and single boson production.

(a) (b)

Figure 11.3: The inclusive recoil mass spectra of e
+
e
�

! ZX candidates of (a) Z ! µ
+
µ

� and (b)
Z ! e

+
e
�. No attempt to identify X is made. The markers and their uncertainties represent expecta-

tions from a CEPC dataset of 5.6 ab�1, whereas the solid blue curves are the signal-plus-background
fit results. The dashed curves are the signal and background components.

The recoil mass technique can also be applied to the hadronic Z boson decays (Z !

qq̄) of the e+e� ! ZX candidates. This analysis benefits from a larger Z ! qq̄ decay
branching ratio, but suffers from worse jet energy resolution compared with the track
momentum. In addition, ambiguity in selecting jets from the Z ! qq̄ decay, particularly in
events with hadronic decays of the Higgs boson, can degrade the analysis performance and
also introduce some model dependence. Therefore, the measurement is highly dependent
on the detector performance and the jet clustering algorithm. Following the same approach
as the ILC study [16], an analysis based on the fast simulation has been performed. After
the event selection, main backgrounds arise from Z�0

s and WW production.

11.1.3 MEASUREMENTS OF �(ZH) AND THE HIGGS BOSON MASS

Both the inclusive e+e� ! ZH production cross section �(ZH) and the Higgs boson
mass mH can be extracted from fits to the recoil mass distributions of the e+e�! ZX !

M2
recoil = ( s − Eff)2 − p2

ff
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Higgs Couplings Measurement
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𝜅 Framework
• Model independent implication

• Detector’s benchmark; Constrain to new physics models;

• In CEPC

• We have 𝜎 𝑍𝐻 = 0.5% constrain 𝜎(𝜅𝑧) < 0.25%.

• For Production, ZH & WW fusion process, all contribute to 𝜅𝑍2; 𝜅𝑤2 ;

• For Partial decay, no top quark 𝜅𝑡 like: 𝜅𝑍2, 𝜅𝑊2 , 𝜅𝑏2, 𝜅𝑐2, 𝜅𝑔2, 𝜅𝜏2, 𝜅𝛾2, 𝜅𝜇2, ……

• For Total width Γ𝐻. Γ𝐻 = Γ𝑆𝑀 + Γ𝐵𝑆𝑀.

• If we assume no exotic decay, Γ𝑆𝑀 can be resolved as: all 𝜅 correlated this way;

Γ𝑆𝑀 = 0.2137𝜅𝑊2 +0.02619𝜅𝑍2+0.5824𝜅𝑏2+0.08187𝜅𝑔2+0.002270𝜅𝛾2+0.06294𝜅𝜏2+0.02891𝜅𝑐2

• Z → μμ, H → ττ channel, the signal will be 𝜅𝑍2𝜅𝜏2/Γ𝐻; For 𝜈𝜈𝐻 → 𝑏𝑏, it’s 𝜅𝑊2 𝜅𝑏2/Γ𝐻

18/5/25 Kaili Zhang 16

𝜅 defined as the ratio of the Higgs coupling to SM expects.

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-016 

Precision of Higgs couplings measurement compared to HL-LHC

HL-LHC

CEPC
~1% uncertainty

KZ ~ 0.2 %

CEPC: THE PRECISION FRONTIER 9

surements and electroweak observables attainable by the CEPC are summarized below.
The details of the analysis underpinning these projections are presented in Section 11.1

LHC 300/3000 fb-1

CEPC 240 GeV at 5.6 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC

κb κt|κc κg κW κτ κZ κγ
10-3

10-2

10-1

1

R
el
at
iv
e
Er
ro
r

Precision of Higgs coupling measurement (7-parameter Fit)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Higgs coupling extraction in the -framework. (b) Projection for the precision of the
Z-pole measurements.

The CEPC will operate primarily at a center-of-mass energy of
p

s ⇠ 240 GeV. The
main mode of Higgs boson production is through e+e� ! ZH process, and with an
integrated luminosity of 5.6 ab�1, over one million Higgs bosons will be produced. At
CEPC, in contrast to the LHC, Higgs boson candidate events can be identified through
a technique known as the recoil mass method without tagging its decay products. This
allows Higgs boson production to be disentangled from Higgs boson decay in a model-
independent way. Moreover, the cleaner environment at a lepton collider allows much
better exclusive measurement of Higgs boson decay channels. All of these give CEPC
impressive reach in probing Higgs boson properties. The resulting precision attainable by
CEPC in measurements of Higgs couplings is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.1(a) in
terms of the  framework [4]. The results can be further improved by including additional
measurements. For example, Z and W would be tightly constrained to be very close to
each other by the electroweak precision measurements.

Several aspects of the precision attainable at CEPC stand out. The CEPC will be able
to measure the Higgs coupling to the Z boson with an accuracy of 0.25%1, about a factor
of 10 better than the reach of the High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC (HL-LHC). Such
a precise measurement gives CEPC unprecedented reach into interesting new physics sce-
narios which are very difficult to probe at the LHC. The CEPC also has strong capability in
detecting invisible decays of the Higgs boson. For example, with 5.6 ab�1, it can improve
the accuracy of the measurement of the Higgs boson invisible branching ratio to 0.3%,
also more than 10 times better than the projected precision achievable by the HL-LHC.
In addition, it is expected to have excellent sensitivity to exotic decay channels which are
swamped by backgrounds at the LHC. It is also important to stress that an e+e� Higgs fac-
tory can perform model independent measurement of the Higgs boson width. This unique
feature in turn allows for the determination of the Higgs couplings without assumptions
about Higgs boson decay channels.

1This is the result from a 10-parameter fit. In particular, it includes the Higgs boson width as a free param-
eter. The result shown in Figure 2.1 is from a more constrained 7-parameter fit. See Section 11.1 for a full
set of results and more detailed explanations.



Higgs couplings variations due to BSM physics
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Model bb cc gg WW ⌧⌧ ZZ �� µµ
1 MSSM [38] +4.8 -0.8 - 0.8 -0.2 +0.4 -0.5 +0.1 +0.3
2 Type II 2HD [39] +10.1 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 +9.8 0.0 +0.1 +9.8
3 Type X 2HD [39] -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 +7.8 0.0 0.0 +7.8
4 Type Y 2HD [39] +10.1 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.2
5 Composite Higgs [40] -6.4 -6.4 -6.4 -2.1 -6.4 -2.1 -2.1 -6.4
6 Little Higgs w. T-parity [41] 0.0 0.0 -6.1 -2.5 0.0 -2.5 -1.5 0.0
7 Little Higgs w. T-parity [42] -7.8 -4.6 -3.5 -1.5 -7.8 -1.5 -1.0 -7.8
8 Higgs-Radion [43] -1.5 - 1.5 +10. -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.0 -1.5
9 Higgs Singlet [44] -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5

Table 3: Percent deviations from SM for Higgs boson couplings to SM states in various new
physics models. These model points are unlikely to be discoverable at 14 TeV LHC through
new particle searches even after the high luminosity era (3 ab�1 of integrated luminosity).
From [20].

and one to down fermions only), and type X and Y models (with more complicated
discrete symmetries that protect flavor observables) [39].

5.2 Comparisons of models to the ILC potential

All of these ideas lead to models with deviations from the SM expectations of the
couplings of the 125 GeV Higgs boson to SM states. Table 3 collects a set of models
of new physics based on the ideas described in the previous section and on several
additional ideas of interest to theorists. For each model, we chose a representative
parameter point for which the predicted new particles would be beyond the reach of
the 14 TeV LHC with the full projected data set. The deviations of Higgs couplings
from the SM expectations at these representative model points are listed in the Table.
(For details, see [20] as well as the papers cited in Table 3.) These examples illustrate
diverse possibilities for models with significant deviations of the Higgs couplings from
the SM expectation that would be allowed even if the LHC and other experiments are
not able to discover the corresponding new physics beyond the SM. We should make
clear that the quantitative statements to follow refer to these particular models at the
specific parameter points shown in the Table. Figure 9 shows graphically the ability
of ILC measurements to distinguish the Higgs boson couplings in the models in the
Table from the SM expectations and from the expectations of other models. Each
square shows relative goodness of fit for the two models in units of �. The top figure
is based on the covariance matrix from the 250 GeV stage of the ILC, corresponding
to the second column of Table 1. The bottom figure reflects the full ILC program with
500 GeV running, corresponding to the fourth column of Table 1. It is noteworthy
that, once it is known that the Higgs boson couplings deviate significantly from the

25

LHC not likely to be sensitive to these models even with full HL-LHC dataset
arXiv: 1710.07621

CEPC will be sensitive to these
percentage variation relative to SM



BSM Physics through Exotic Higgs Decays

�10from CDR, based on Z. Liu, H. Zhang, LT Wang, 1612.09284

Chinese Physics C Vol. 41, No. 6 (2017) 063102

sions of the Higgs exotic decays at di↵erent future lep-
ton colliders. In Section 3, we describe our simulation
framework and present our phenomenological analysis
for various Higgs exotic decay modes. We summarize
the physics potential from the Higgs exotic decays at
the (HL-)LHC and the future lepton collider programs
in Section 4. In our summary table, we include compre-
hensive projections and show the complementarity be-
tween future lepton collider programs and the HL-LHC.
We also discuss many important future directions for the
Higgs exotic decay programs.

2 Theoretical framework

2.1 Higgs exotic decay modes considered in this

work

The Higgs boson BSM decays have a rich variety of
possibilities. To organize this study on Higgs boson BSM

decays, we selectively choose a set of phenomenologically
driven processes. We focus on two-body Higgs decays
into BSM particles, which are allowed to subsequently
decay further, up to four-body final states. We only
consider the Higgs boson as an CP-even particle. CP-
violation e↵ects would a↵ect various di↵erential distri-
butions, and this demands future study. These processes
are well-motivated by SM+singlet extensions, two-Higgs-
doublet-models, SUSY models, Higgs portals, gauge ex-
tensions of the SM, etc. These assumptions have also
been emphasized in the recent overview of Higgs exotic
decays [25] and the CERN yellow report [26].

We consider in general the exotic Higgs decays into
BSM particles dubbed as Xi, h ! X1X2. The cascade
decay modes are classified into four cases, schematically
shown in Fig. 1. We discuss their major physics motiva-
tion and features at lepton colliders in order.

h h h h

h h h

h ! 2 h ! 2 ! 3 h ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 h ! 2 ! (1 + 3)

h ! 2 ! 4 h ! 2 ! 4 ! 6 h ! 2 ! 6

h h h h

h h h

h ! 2 h ! 2 ! 3 h ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 h ! 2 ! (1 + 3)

h ! 2 ! 4 h ! 2 ! 4 ! 6 h ! 2 ! 6

h h h h

h h h

h ! 2 h ! 2 ! 3 h ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 h ! 2 ! (1 + 3)

h ! 2 ! 4 h ! 2 ! 4 ! 6 h ! 2 ! 6

h h h h

h h h

h ! 2 h ! 2 ! 3 h ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 h ! 2 ! (1 + 3)

h ! 2 ! 4 h ! 2 ! 4 ! 6 h ! 2 ! 6

Fig. 1. The topologies of the SM-like Higgs exotic decays.

h! 2: The Xis in this case are detector-stable and
charge-neutral. ⇤ They could be dark matter candi-
dates. The Higgs portal [27] to dark matter models, in-
cluding various SUSY light dark matter models [28–38],
motivates this BSM search channel. The lepton collider
background for this channel are mainly from the process
e
+
e
�

! ZZ ! Z + ⌫⌫̄ and e
+
e
�

! W
+
W

�
! `

+
`
�
⌫⌫̄.

This channel, due to its simplicity and importance, has
been studied by most of the future lepton collider pro-
grams [16–18] and we will quote these results in our sum-
mary table. We include this channel here for complete-
ness. In addition, many of the models that motivate this
channel also induce other Higgs exotic decays we consider
in this study.

h! 2! 3! 4: This is the topology in which X1 is
detector-stable and X2 decays to two particles, with
one of these decay products further decaying into two

particles. A typical BSM model for such decay modes
is the Higgs decaying into the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) plus a heavier neutralino, which subse-
quently decays into the LSP plus a resonant BSM par-
ticle. This resonant BSM particle could be a singlet-
like scalar in the Next-to-Minimal-Supersymmetric-
Standard-Model (NMSSM). Many SUSY models which
motivate Higgs invisible decays also induce this decay
channel, e.g. [38, 39]. It also commonly exists in the
so-called “stealth SUSY” models [40]. This singlet-like
scalar decays into SM fermion pairs, giving rise to the fi-
nal state of a pair of resonant SM particles plus missing
energy, dubbed h ! (ff)+ /ET.† In this study, we only
consider the channels which are very challenging at the
LHC, h ! (jj)+/ET, h ! (bb̄)+/ET and h ! (⌧+

⌧
�)+/

ET. For the hadronic channels, the major background is
from the SM Higgs decay modes h!ZZ

⇤
! jj+⌫⌫̄ and

⇤The possibility of a detector-stable electrical charged particle Xi is usually more contrived and excluded from direct Drell-Yan
production by both LEP and the LHC. Hence, we ignore this possibility here.

†At lepton colliders we could use the quantity missing momentum instead of Missing Transverse Energy (MET) /ET. The former
carries more information while the latter is more widely used in the hadron collider analyses. For the decay channel considered in our
analyses, the reach can be improved only marginally by the inclusion of the z-direction missing momentum information because of the
already great limit achieved and additional uncertainties from the beamstrahlung e↵ect [41] and the initial state radiation (ISR) e↵ect [42].
Consequently, we use only the more widely adopted missing transverse energy throughout this study.

063102-2

e+e- collider better than HL-LHC for 
MET+hadronic activity final states

General search for BSM

EXPLORING NEW PHYSICS 31

Decay 95% CL limit on BR
Mode LHC (current) LHC (projections) CEPC

E
miss
T 0.23 0.056 0.0030

(bb̄) + E
miss
T – [0.2] 1⇥10�4

(jj) + E
miss
T – – 4⇥10�4

(⌧+
⌧

�) + E
miss
T – [1] 8⇥10�5

bb̄ + E
miss
T – [0.2] 2⇥10�4

jj + E
miss
T – – 5⇥10�4

⌧
+
⌧

� + E
miss
T – – 8⇥10�5

(bb̄)(bb̄) 1.7 (0.2) 6⇥10�4

(cc̄)(cc̄) – (0.2) 8⇥10�4

(jj)(jj) – [0.1] 2⇥10�3

(bb̄)(⌧+
⌧

�) [0.1] [0.15] 4⇥10�4

(⌧+
⌧

�)(⌧+
⌧

�) [1.2] [0.2 ⇠ 0.4] 2⇥10�4

(jj)(��) – [0.01] 1⇥10�4

(��)(��) [7⇥10�3] 4⇥10�4 8⇥10�5

Table 2.1: The current and projected limits on Higgs boson exotic decay modes for the (HL-)LHC and
CEPC with 5.6 ab�1 integrated luminosity, based upon results from Ref. [117]. In the first column,
the particles in the same parenthesis are decay products of an intermediate resonance. The projections
for the future runs of the LHC are collected in the third column, where the limits for 100 fb�1 and 300
fb�1 alone are shown in parentheses and square brackets, respectively.

HL-LHC
CEPC (5.6 ab-1)
CEPC* (5.6 ab-1)

ME
T

(bb)+ME
T

(jj)+ME
T

(ττ)+ME
T

bb+ME
T

jj+ME
T

ττ+ME
T

(bb)(bb)
(cc)(cc)

(jj)(jj) (bb)(ττ)
(ττ)(ττ) (jj)(γγ) (γγ)(γγ)

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

1

BR
(h
→
Ex
ot
ic
s)

95% C.L. upper limit on selected Higgs Exotic Decay BR

Figure 2.18: The 95% CL upper limit on selected Higgs exotic decay branching fractions at HL-LHC
and CEPC, based on Ref. [117]. The benchmark parameter choices are the same as in Table 2.1. The
red bars correspond to the results using only leptonic decays of the spectator Z-boson. The yellow
bars further include extrapolation with the inclusion of the hadronic decays of the spectator Z-boson.
Several vertical lines are drawn in this figure to divide different types of Higgs boson exotic decays.

Z boson decays 
Leptonic 

+Hadronic
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Including detector performance

WW + Z runs

CEPC: THE PRECISION FRONTIER 9

surements and electroweak observables attainable by the CEPC are summarized below.
The details of the analysis underpinning these projections are presented in Section 11.1
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Precision Electroweak Measurements at the CEPC

(b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Higgs coupling extraction in the -framework. (b) Projection for the precision of the
Z-pole measurements.

The CEPC will operate primarily at a center-of-mass energy of
p

s ⇠ 240 GeV. The
main mode of Higgs boson production is through e+e� ! ZH process, and with an
integrated luminosity of 5.6 ab�1, over one million Higgs bosons will be produced. At
CEPC, in contrast to the LHC, Higgs boson candidate events can be identified through
a technique known as the recoil mass method without tagging its decay products. This
allows Higgs boson production to be disentangled from Higgs boson decay in a model-
independent way. Moreover, the cleaner environment at a lepton collider allows much
better exclusive measurement of Higgs boson decay channels. All of these give CEPC
impressive reach in probing Higgs boson properties. The resulting precision attainable by
CEPC in measurements of Higgs couplings is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.1(a) in
terms of the  framework [4]. The results can be further improved by including additional
measurements. For example, Z and W would be tightly constrained to be very close to
each other by the electroweak precision measurements.

Several aspects of the precision attainable at CEPC stand out. The CEPC will be able
to measure the Higgs coupling to the Z boson with an accuracy of 0.25%1, about a factor
of 10 better than the reach of the High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC (HL-LHC). Such
a precise measurement gives CEPC unprecedented reach into interesting new physics sce-
narios which are very difficult to probe at the LHC. The CEPC also has strong capability in
detecting invisible decays of the Higgs boson. For example, with 5.6 ab�1, it can improve
the accuracy of the measurement of the Higgs boson invisible branching ratio to 0.3%,
also more than 10 times better than the projected precision achievable by the HL-LHC.
In addition, it is expected to have excellent sensitivity to exotic decay channels which are
swamped by backgrounds at the LHC. It is also important to stress that an e+e� Higgs fac-
tory can perform model independent measurement of the Higgs boson width. This unique
feature in turn allows for the determination of the Higgs couplings without assumptions
about Higgs boson decay channels.

1This is the result from a 10-parameter fit. In particular, it includes the Higgs boson width as a free param-
eter. The result shown in Figure 2.1 is from a more constrained 7-parameter fit. See Section 11.1 for a full
set of results and more detailed explanations.

Assumes: 2-year run at Z-pole and 
                  1-year run at WW threshold

W Mass from Threshold Scan
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Figure 11.16: W
+
W

� production as a function of
p

s, (a) at Born level, including finite width effects,
and including initial state radiation corrections; and (b) for a range of values of mW and �W .

DETERMINATION OFMW AND �W FROM THEW
+
W

� PRODUCTION CROSS
SECTION

In this section, the possibility of extracting the W boson mass and width from the pro-
duction cross section is explored. The study assumes a total integrated luminosity of
L = 3.2 ab�1, which can be collected in one year, assuming an instantaneous luminosity
of 2.5 ab�1. For this study, the GENTLE program version 2.0 [180] is used to calculate
�WW as a function of the center-of-mass energy, mW and �W . The behavior of the cross
section as a function of the center-of-mass energy,

p
s, is illustrated in Figure 11.16.

The measurement sensitivity is optimized by taking into account the following:

the integrated luminosity target for up to three values for
p

s;

in the case of two
p

s values, a three-dimensional optimization is performed, scanning
both values

p
s in steps of 100 MeV, and the fraction of integrated luminosity spent

at each point in steps of 5%;

in the case of three
p

s values, a five-dimensional optimization is performed in a
similar way.

The systematic uncertainties are listed below, most of the systematic uncertainties
are correlated among the different

p
s WW threshold scan runs.

Beam energy measurement: The analysis assumes an uncertainty of 0.5 MeV in the
beam energy measurement as described in Section 11.2.1.

Beam energy spread: The energy spread of about 80 MeV is expected on WW thresh-
old scan runs in CEPC with an uncertainty of less than 0.8 MeV.

Overall normalization uncertainties: Integrated luminosity, object reconstruction and
identification and the theoretical calculation of the e+e� ! W+W� cross section. It
is assumed that these sources sum up to a total relative uncertainty of 2 ⇥ 10

�4 on the
ratio between measured and predicted cross sections.

The result of the statistical optimization leads to a three-point scenario, with most of
the data collected at energies of 157.5 and 162.5 GeV.

Similar to LEP technique
Use 3 √s points: 157.5, 161.5 and 162.5 GeV

Working on publication together with
FCC-ee (Paolo Azzurri) 

L =  2.6 ab-1 → ΔMW ~ 1 MeV

Beam energy spread: 0.13-0.1%
ECM uncertainty: 0.5 MeV 
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current  
direct measurement 

precision

5

which is minimized using the MINUIT package [37].
Therefore the covariance matrix can be written as:
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The diagonal elements of the second-order derivative ma-
trix, are de-coupled from other parameter(s), but when the
matrix is inverted, the diagonal elements of the inverse con-
tain contributions from all the elements of the second deriva-
tive matrix. When the number of fit parameters is reduced to
one, Eq. 6 is simplified to Eq. 4.

Fig. 5(a) shows that the dependence of the precision of
mW and/or GW are in inversely proportional to integrated
luminosity, which is consistent with the Eq. 4 and 6. The
derivatives of the statistical uncertainties are shown in the
Fig. 5(b), and it become almost stable when luminosity is
greater than 6 ab�1.

3.2 Systematic uncertainties

The W boson mass and width are determined by comparing
the measured cross section(s) of W -pair with the theoreti-
cal prediction(s), therefore the systematic uncertainties are
expected mainly from the theoretical calculation, the inte-
grated luminosity, the backgrounds, the signal selection ef-
ficiency, the calibrations of beam energy and its spread, and
so on.

Usually there are multiple energy points of data-taking
for a realistic measurement, and the systematic uncertainties
above can be categorized into two groups:
– Uncorrelated uncertainties: those associated with the beam

energy calibration (DE), the beam energy spread (DsE ),
and the backgrounds. Here we assume that there will be
some dedicated approach(es) for the beam calibration,
and the DE and DsE are the final uncertainties after the
calibration.

– Correlated uncertainties: those from the integrated lumi-
nosities, DL ; the selection efficiency, De; and the the-
oretical cross section of W -pair, DsWW . Generally, this
type of uncertainties has some global behavior at all en-
ergy points, which can be taken into account in the fur-
ther analysis.

3.2.1 Uncorrelated uncertainties

The energy calibration, E, and the energy spread, sE , are as-
sociated with the collider performance. With the uncertain-
ties, they are both assumed to follow Gaussian distribution,
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Fig. 5 (a)The dependence of the statistical uncertainties of the mea-
sured results on the statistic of data. (b)The decline rate of the sta-
tistical uncertainty to luminosity. The black (red) solid line shows the
result for measuring the mW (GW ) only, and the black and red dots show
the results for measuring the mW and GW simultaneously. The energy
162.5 GeV is used for mW and 158.5 GeV is used for GW , and they are
both used when the mass and width are fitted simultaneously.

E = G(E0,DE) and sE = G(s0
E
,DsE), where E0 and s0

E
are

the nominal values for the energy and its spread after cal-
ibration, DE and DsE are the corresponding uncertainties
after calibration. Take the energy spread into account, the
measured cross section at a specific energy point, E0, reads:

sWW (E0,s0
E
) =

Z
sWW (E)⇥G(E0,s0

E
)dE

=
Z

sWW (E)⇥ 1p
2ps0

E

e

�(E0�E)2

2s0
E

2
dE.

(7)

When both DE and DsE are taken into account, the sWW

becomes:

sWW (E0,s0
E
) =

Z
sWW (E

0
)⇥ 1p

2psE

e

�(E�E
0
)2

2sE
2

dE
0
, (8)

The DmW associated with the DE can be written as

DmW (DE) =
∂mW

∂E
·DE =

∂mW

∂sWW

· ∂sWW

∂E
·DE. (9)

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the uncertainty of mW

on the DE, with DE = 0.7 MeV (the uncertainty of the beam

L =  2.6 ab-1

ΔMW ~ 1 MeV
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Precision tests of Standard Model
(Higgs, W and Z) Potential to find new physics

Higgs boson and electroweak symmetry breaking

Directly exploring new physics

QCD precision measurements 

Flavor physics at the Z pole

• Exotic Higgs boson decays
• Exotics Z boson decays
• Dark matter and hidden sectors
• Extended Higgs sector

• Precision αS determination
• Jet rates at CEPC
• QCD dynamics, soft QCD effects
• QCD event shapes and light-quark Yukawa couplings

• Rare B decays
• Tau lepton decays
• Flavor violating Z decays



The Circular Electron Positron Collider  
(CEPC)  

Accelerator and Detectors



CEPC Accelerator Chain and Systems
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Injector Booster 
100 km

Collider 
Ring 

100 km

10 GeV
Energy ramp

10 GeV

45/80/120 GeV

45/80/120 GeV beams

Three machines in 
one single tunnel

- Booster and CEPC
- SPPC

e-

e+

√s = 90, 160 or 240 GeV
2 interaction points

CDR provides details of all systems

The key systems of CEPC:
1) Linac Injector
2) Booster
3) Collider ring
4) Machine Detector Interface
5) Civil Engineering



The 100k tunnel cross section
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Proposed in Lausanne Workshop in 1984

LEP tunnel internal diameter is 3.8 meters in the arcs

CEPC 
Booster

SPPC 
collider

CEPC 
collider

4.4 or 5.5 meters in the straight sections
CEPC Civil Engineering Design very advanced

6 meters wide

5 
m

et
er

s 
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The CEPC Baseline: LINAC Injector
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Total beam transfer
efficiency: 90%

e+/e- beam energy:
10 GeV

Positron target

45 GeV Plasma Wakefield 
Accelerator considered 

as an alternative

10 GeV

LINAC: 1.2 km



Challenge: Low-field dipole magnets in Booster ring
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For the Booster, the field of the dipole, quadrupole and sextupole magnets will change 
when the particle beams are accelerated from 10 GeV to 120 GeV. The ratio of the max. 
field to min. field for the Booster magnets is 12, and a typical cycle is shown in Fig. 
5.3.3.1 

 
Figure 5.3.3.1: The magnetic field cycle of the Booster 

5.3.3.2 Dipole Magnets 

Most magnets are 4.7 m long, the others are 2.4 m and 1.7 m long. The field will 
change from 29 Gauss to 392 Gauss during acceleration. Due to this very low injection 
field level, the cores are composed of stacks of 1 mm thick low carbon steel laminations 
spaced by 1 mm thick aluminium laminations. Because magnetic force on the poles is 
very small, the return yoke of the core can be made as thin as possible. In the pole areas 
of the laminations, some holes will be stamped to further reduce the weight of the cores 
as well as to increase the field in the laminations. The considerations of steel-aluminium 
core, the thin return yoke and the holes in pole areas can improve the performance of the 
iron core and considerably reduces the weight and the cost.  

Also for economic reasons, the excitation bars are made from 99.5% pure aluminum 
of cross section 30u40 mm2. Thanks to low Joule loss in the bars, the magnets are cooled 
by air, not water.  

The uniformity of the integral field of the 4.7 m long dipole cores can be optimized 
within 5u10-4 by pole shimming in 2D or end chamfering in 3D. The cross section and 
magnetic flux of the dipole magnet is shown in Fig. 5.3.3,2, and its main parameters are 
listed in Table 5.3.3.1. 

 
Figure 5.3.3.2: The magnetic flux distribution of the Booster dipole magnet  
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For the Booster, the field of the dipole, quadrupole and sextupole magnets will change 
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B field to be known at 0.1% (0.03 Gauss) level 

338 Gauss29 Gauss

120 GeV 
injection to collider

10 GeV
from Linac

Earth magnetic field:
0.25 to 0.65 Gauss

29 Gauss

10 GeV
from Linac

On-going R&D program

Booster Cycle (0.1 Hz)



The CEPC Baseline Collider Design
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Double ring
Common RF cavities for Higgs

Two RF sections in total

Two RF stations per RF section

10 x 2 = 20 cryomodules

Six 2-cell cavities per cryomodule



The CEPC Baseline Collider Design
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Double ring
Common RF cavities for Higgs

Two RF sections in total

Two RF stations per RF section

10 x 2 = 20 cryomodules

6 2-cell cavities per cryomodule

e+ e-



Accelerator key technologies R&D — prototypes
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CEPC 650 MHz Cavity 

Collaboration with Photon Source 
projects in Shanghai and Beijing

(1.3 GHz cavities)

High Efficiency Klystron
“High efficiency klystron collaboration consortium”, including IHEP, 

Institute of Electronic) of CAS,  and Kunshan Guoli Science and Tech.

3 high-efficiency 
klystron (up to 80%) 

prototypes to be built 
by 2021

Lmag = 5 m, Bmin = 30 Gs, Errors <5×10-4

Booster low-field dipole magnets Vacuum system R&D

- 6m copper vacuum chamber: pressure 2 × 10-10 torr
- Bellows module: allow thermal expansion, alignment



Updated Parameters of Collider Ring
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 Higgs Z（2T）
CDR Updated CDR Updated

Beam energy (GeV) 120 - 45.5 -
Synchrotron radiation loss/turn (GeV) 1.73 1.68 0.036 -
Piwinski angle 2.58 3.78 23.8 33

Number of particles/bunch Ne (1010) 15.0 17 8.0 15

Bunch number (bunch spacing) 242 (0.68µs) 218 (0.68µs) 12000 15000

Beam current (mA) 17.4 17.8 461.0 1081.4
Synchrotron radiation power /beam (MW) 30 - 16.5 38.6

Cell number/cavity 2 - 2 1

β function at IP βx* / βy* (m) 0.36/0.0015 0.33/0.001 0.2/0.001 -

Emittance εx/εy (nm) 1.21/0.0031 0.89/0.0018 0.18/0.0016 -

Beam size at IP σx /σy (µm) 20.9/0.068 17.1/0.042 6.0/0.04 -

Bunch length σz (mm) 3.26 3.93 8.5 11.8

Lifetime (hour) 0.67 0.22 2.1 1.8

Luminosity/IP L (1034 cm-2s-1) 2.93 5.2 32.1 101.6

× 1.8Luminosity increase factor: × 3.2



CEPC: 2.5 Detector Concepts
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Baseline detector
ILD-like 
(3 Tesla)

Final two detectors likely to be a mix and match of different options

Low
magnetic field

concept
(2 Tesla)

DETECTOR CONCEPTS 135

Figure 3.10: Schematic layout of the IDEA detector.

detector [23] and that of the recent MEG experiment upgrade [24]; major R&D work was
done also for the 4th concept detector at ILC [25] and then for the Mu2E tracker [26].

A preshower is located between the solenoid magnet and the calorimeter in the barrel
region and between the drift chamber and the endcap calorimeter in the forward region.
This detector consists of two passive material radiators each followed by a layer of MPGD
detectors. In the barrel region the solenoidal magnet plays the role of the first radiator,
while in all other cases the radiators are made of lead. The actual thickness of the radiators
are still being optimized based on test beams currently in progress. In the extreme case
of using a total of two radiation lengths about 75% of the ⇡0’s can be tagged by having
both �’s from their decay identified by the preshower. Additional ⇡0 identification power
comes from the high granularity of the calorimeter.

A solenoidal magnet surrounds the tracking system. The currently planned dimensions
are 6 m of length and 4.2 m inner diameter. The relatively low two Tesla field and the
small dimensions have important implications on the overall magnet package thickness,
that can be kept at the 30–40 cm level, and on the size of the flux return yoke, which scales
linearly with the field and the square of the coil diameter. With the given dimensions a
yoke thickness of less than 100 cm of iron is sufficient to completely contain the magnetic
flux and provide adquate muon filtering and support for the muon chambers.

A dual readout fiber calorimeter (see Section 5.5) is located behind the second preshower
layer. We assume a total calorimeter depth of 2 m, corresponding to approximately seven
pion interaction lengths. The detector resolution is expected to be about 10.5%/

p
E for

electrons and 35%/
p

E for isolated pions with negligible constant terms, as obtained from
extrapolations from test beam data using GEANT4 without including the preshower. This
detector has very good intrinsic discrimination between muons, electrons/photons and

Full silicon 
tracker
concept

DETECTOR CONCEPTS 133

Figure 3.9: The cutaway view of the full silicon tracker proposed as an option for the CEPC baseline
detector concept.

3.3.2 ALTERNATIVE DETECTOR CONCEPT

An alternative detector concept, Innovative Detector for Electron-positron Accelerator
(IDEA), has been designed for a circular electron-positron collider and it is also being
adopted as a reference detector for FCC-ee studies. The concept design attempts to econ-
omize on the overall cost of the detector and proposes different technologies than the
baseline concept for some of the main detector subsystems. It provides therefore an op-
portunities to leverage challenges and advances in detector development prior to the CEPC
detector constructions.

The detector requirements at CEPC are tied to the operational parameters of the storage
ring at each energy point. For example, the typical luminosity at the Z pole (

p
s = 91.2 GeV)

is expected to be up to two orders of magnitude higher than at ZH threshold (
p

s =

240 GeV). Bunch spacing will be significantly smaller. One would therefore prefer an
intrinsically fast main tracker to fully exploit the cleanliness of the e+e� environment
while integrating as little background as possible. Additional issues of emittance preser-
vation, typical of circular machines, set limits on the maximum magnetic field usable for
the tracker solenoid, especially when running at lower center-of-mass energies.

Additional specific requirements on a detector for CEPC come from precision physics
at the Z pole, where the statistical accuracy on various electroweak parameters is expected
to be over an order of magnitude better than at LEP. This calls for a very tight control of
the systematic error on the acceptance, with a definition of the acceptance boundaries at
the level of a few µm, and a very good e � � � ⇡0 discrimination to identify ⌧ leptons

CEPC plans for 
2 interaction points

IDEA Concept
also proposed for FCC-ee 

Particle Flow Approach



CEPC CDR: Particle Flow Conceptual Detector
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Magnetic Field: 3 Tesla  

Major concerns being addressed

1. MDI region highly constrained
L* = 2.2 m

Compensating magnets

3. TPC as tracker in high-luminosity
Z-pole scenario

4. ECAL/HCAL granularity needs
Passive versus active cooling

Electromagnetic resolution

2. Low-material Inner Tracker design

DETECTOR CONCEPTS 131

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: The (a) r–z and (b) r–� view of the baseline detector concept. In the barrel from inner
to outer, the detector is composed of a silicon pixel vertex detector, a silicon inner tracker, a TPC, a
silicon external tracker, an ECAL, an HCAL, a solenoid of 3 Tesla and a return yoke with embedded
a muon detector. In the forward regions, five pairs of silicon tracking disks are installed to enlarge the
tracking acceptance (from | cos(✓)| < 0.99 to | cos(✓)| < 0.996).

Yoke+muons

3T solenoid

HCAL
ECAL

VTX

Silicon
TPC

Silicon
wrapper



Machine-detector interface (MDI) in CEPC
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High luminosities Final focusing quadrupoles (QD0) need to be very close to IP 

Interaction Region

• Layout of the interaction region: extremely limited space for 
several critical components → trade-offs, optimizations toward 
a more realistic design

Machine-Detector Interface, H. Zhu 313-15 Sept 2018

L* = 2.2 m
Crossing angle 33 mrad

Detector 
acceptance:
> ± 150 mrad

Solenoid magnetic 
field limited:

2-3 Tesla
due to beam emittance 

blow up

Cooling of beampipe needed → increases material budget near the interaction point (IP)

Rates at the inner layer 
                                (16 mm):

Hit density: ~2.5 hits/cm2/BX
TID:                2.5 MRad/year 
NIEL:             1012 1MeV neq/cm2

(Safety factors of 10 applied)

Head-on	collision	crossing	angle:	33	mrad

L* = 2.2 m



CEPC CDR: IDEA Conceptual Detector (CEPC + FCC-ee)
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Vertex: Similar to CEPC default  
* Drift chamber: 4 m long; Radius ~30-200 cm, 
~ 1.6% X0 , 112 layers
Preshower: ~1 X0

* Dual-readout calorimeter: 2 m/8 λint 
* (yoke) muon chambers 

Magnet: 2 Tesla, 2.1 m radius

    Thin (~ 30 cm), low-mass (~0.8 X0)

132 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS, PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS AND DETECTOR CONCEPTS

Figure 3.11: Schematic layout of the IDEA detector.

it to be located between the calorimeter and the tracking volume without a significant1

performance loss.2

The innermost detector, surrounding the 1.5 cm radius beam pipe, is a silicon pixel3

detector for the precise determination of the impact parameter of charged particle tracks.4

Recent test beam results on the detectors planned for the ALICE inner tracker system5

(ITS) upgrade, based on the ALPIDE readout chip [21], indicate an excellent resolution,6

⇠5 µm, and high efficiency at low power and dark noise rate [22]. This looks like a good7

starting point for the IDEA vertex detector and a similar approach is proposed for the8

CEPC baseline detector (see Section4.1). The two detector concepts could then share the9

same pixel technology as well as profit from the electronic and mechanical work of the10

ALICE ITS.11

Outside the vertex detector we have a 4 m long cylindrical drift chamber starting from12

a radius of ⇠35 cm and extending until 2 m. The chamber can be made extremely light,13

with low mass wires and operation using 90% helium gas; less than 1% X0 is considered14

feasible for 90� tracks. Additional features of this chamber, which is described in detail in15

Section 4.4, are a good spatial resolution, <100 µm, dE/dx resolution at the 2% level and16

a maximum drift time of only 400 ns. A layer of silicon microstrip detectors surrounds the17

drift chamber in both barrel and forward/backward regions. Track momentum resolution18

of less then 0.5% for 100 GeV tracks is expected when vertex detector and silicon wrapper19

information is included in the track fit. It is worth noting that the design of this chamber is20

the evolution of work done over many years on two existing chambers, that of the KLOE21

detector [23] and that of the recent MEG experiment upgrade [24]; major R&D work was22

done also for the 4th concept detector at ILC [25] and then for the Mu2E tracker [26].23

Inspired on work for 4th detector concept for ILC

Only concept with calorimeter outside the coil



Baseline Pixel Detector
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3 double ladders of silicon pixel sensors

✦ Innermost layer: σSP = 2.8 μm

Low material budget 
~ 0.15%X0 per layer

25 cm

12 cm

Integrated sensor and readout electronics on the 
same silicon bulk with “standard” CMOS process: 
  - low material budget,  
  - low power consumption,  
  - low cost …

CMOS

Pixel Detector prototype: (by 2023)
Towerjazz

{

• Developing full size CMOS sensor for use in real size prototype, with good radiation hardness

- Barcelona, IFAE
- Liverpool
- Oxford
- RAL
- QMU
- UMass, US

Collaborating with: {



Calorimeter options
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International collaboration with several institutes (Italy, France, USA) 
Prototypes of up to ~1 m3 to be produced by 2023

Detector challenges: 
- Compact design 
- Calibration of channels 
- Cooling 
- Cost

PFA calorimeter: active layer technologies
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Detector R&D Calorimetry

Calorimetry: Active layer technology: Examples

Silicon PIN diodes (1⇥ 1 cm2 in 6⇥ 6 matrices) Scintillator tiles/strips (here 3⇥ 3 cm2) + SiPMs

Resistive place chambers (1⇥ 1 cm2 signal pads)

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 43 / 51

Scintillator tiles/strips 
(here 3 × 3 cm2) + SiPMs 

Studies started on a Crystal (LYSO:Ce + PbWO) ECAL/ Dual readout calorimetry

Chinese institutions have been
focusing on Particle Flow calorimeters



Site selection
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Qinhuangdao, Hebei 
河北秦皇岛

Huangling, Shanxi 
陕西黄陵

Shenshan, Guangdong 
深汕合作区 Hong

Kong

Shanghai

Beijing

1) Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province（Completed in 2014）
2) Huangling, Shanxi Province（Completed in 2017)
3) Shenshan, Guangdong Province(Completed in 2016)
4) Baoding (Xiong an), Hebei Province (Started in August 
2017)
5) Huzhou, Zhejiang  Province (Started in March 2018)
6) Chuangchun, Jilin Province (Started in May 2018)

1)

2)

3)

4
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3

4
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1) Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province（Completed in 2014）
2) Huangling, Shanxi Province（Completed in 2017)
3) Shenshan, Guangdong Province(Completed in 2016)
4) Baoding (Xiong an), Hebei Province (Started in August 
2017)
5) Huzhou, Zhejiang  Province (Started in March 2018)
6) Chuangchun, Jilin Province (Started in May 2018)
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1) Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province（Completed in 2014）
2) Huangling, Shanxi Province（Completed in 2017)
3) Shenshan, Guangdong Province(Completed in 2016)
4) Baoding (Xiong an), Hebei Province (Started in August 
2017)
5) Huzhou, Zhejiang  Province (Started in March 2018)
6) Chuangchun, Jilin Province (Started in May 2018)

1)

2)

3)
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1
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3
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CEPC Site Selections

Xiong an, Hebei 
河北雄安

Huzhou, Zhejiang 
浙江湖州

Chuangchun, Jilin  
吉林长春

Considerations:
1. Available land
2. Geological conditions
3. Good social, environment, 

transportation and cultural 
conditions

4. Fit local development plan:    
mid-size city → + science city

Completed 2014

Completed 2017

Completed 2016

Started Aug, 2017

Started Mar, 2018

Started May, 2018

1) 

2) 

3) 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
CEPC Site Selections 

1) Qinhuangdao, Hebei Province（Completed in 2014） 
2) Huangling, Shanxi Province（Completed in 2017) 
3) Shenshan, Guangdong Province(Completed in 2016) 
4) Baoding (Xiong an), Hebei Province (Started in August 2017) 
5) Huzhou, Zhejiang  Province (Started in March 2018) 
6) Chuangchun, Jilin Province (Started in May 2018) 
7) Changsha, Hunan Province (Started in Dec. 2018) 

Huanghe Company particitated 

7 

Changsha, Hunan

Started Dec, 2018



Civil engineering
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Detailed geological studies already made for three sites
Civil engineering design very advanced



International Science City
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International Science City

Innovation Development Sector

CEPC Research Core Sector

High-end Service Sector

International 
Communication Sector

Overall Scale：3.3km² of construction area for short-term use & 6.7km² for future use.

Function Layout

We have gave a preliminary plan to CEPC International Science City ,
it involves 

30



Cost of project
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Figure 12.1: Relative cost of the CEPC project constituents. 

 
 

 
Figure 12.2: Cost breakdown of the CEPC major accelerator components. 
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Figure 12.1: Relative cost of the CEPC project constituents. 

 
 

 
Figure 12.2: Cost breakdown of the CEPC major accelerator components. 

Cost of detectors not evaluated in detail and not part of the Conceptual Design Report
Careful costing estimates will be done moving forward towards the TDR

General evaluation of the relative cost of the project provided in the accelerator CDR

Total cost of CEPC: $US 5 Billion



CEPC Industrial Promotion Consortium (CIPC)
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Established in Nov. 2017 to prepare for industrial production of CEPC components 

Next annual meeting: November 2019 

1) Superconducting materials 
(for cavity and for magnets) 
2) Superconducting cavities 
3) Cryomodules 
4) Cryogenics 
5) Klystrons 
6) Vacuum technologies 
7) Electronics 
8) SRF 
9) Power sources 
10) Civil engineering 
11) Precise machinery.....



CEPC Industrial Promotion Consortium (CIPC)
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Established in Nov. 2017 to prepare for industrial production of CEPC components 

Next annual meeting: November 2019 

1) Superconducting materials 
(for cavity and for magnets) 
2) Superconducting cavities 
3) Cryomodules 
4) Cryogenics 
5) Klystrons 
6) Vacuum technologies 
7) Electronics 
8) SRF 
9) Power sources 
10) Civil engineering 
11) Precise machinery.....

Examples:  
-Huanghe Company, Huadong Engineering Cooperation Company: 
CEPC civil engineering design, site selection, implementation… 

-Shenyang Huiyu Company: 
CEPC MDI mechanical connection design 

-Zhongxin Heavy Industry: 
Electric-magnetic separator design 

-China Astronautics Department 508 Institute: 
MDI supporting design and CEPC magnets mechanical designs... 

-Kuanshan Guoli: 
CEPC 650MHz high efficiency klystron 

-Huadong Engineering Cooperation Company: 
CEPC alignment and installation logistics... 



Most Immediate Path for the CEPC Realization
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March, 2018: New Chinese Government Plan 
”actively initiating major-international science project…” 

http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2018-03/28/content_5278056.htm 

focuses on  
“frontier science, large-fundamental science, global impact, international collaboration”

Plan Goals

By 2020: 3-5 projects will be chosen into “preparatory stage”, among which 1-2 projects 
will later be selected

By 2035: 6-10 projects will be cultivated

The Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) will select and develop the projects 
committees formed and writing the guidelines

Key task (4): Actively participate in large scientific projects initiated by other countries

Pre-application submitted by CEPC team about a week ago

http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2018-03/28/content_5278056.htm
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Summary	of	National	Inputs																											S.	Bethke		(MPP	Munich)																												ESPP	Symposium,	Granada,	15	May	2019 �4
UB

Possible	scenarios	of	future	colliders

2020 2070

HL-LHC:	13	TeV	3-4	ab-1		

20402030

FCC	hh:	100	TeV	20-30	ab-1

HE-LHC:	27	TeV	10	ab-1		

2050 2060

CLIC:	380	GeV	
1.5	ab-1

Ja
pa
n

	C
ER

N

ILC:	250	GeV		
2	ab-1

CepC:	90/160/240	GeV	
16/2.6/5.6	ab-1	

500	GeV	
4	ab-1

FCC-ee:		
90/160/250	GeV		
150/10/5	ab-1	

FCC	hh:	100	TeV	20-30	ab-1		

Ch
in
a SppC	aim	similar	to	FCC-hh	

LHeC:	1.2TeV	
0.25-1	ab-1© FCC-eh:	3.5	TeV	2	ab-1

Proton	collider
Electron		collider
Electron-Proton		collider

2080

Construction/Transformation

7	years

10	years

11	years

8	years

2090
13/05/2019

350-365	GeV		
1.7	ab-1	

1.5	TeV	
2.5		ab-1

3	TeV	
5		ab-1

9	years

20km	tunnel	

100km	tunnel	

100km	tunnel	

11	km	tunnel	
29	km	tunnel	 50	km	tunnel	

FCC	hh:	150	TeV	≈20-30	ab-1		
11	years

15	years

1	TeV	
≈	4-5.4	ab-1

31km	tunnel	 40	km	tunnel	

100km	tunnel	

4	years

8	years

8	years

8	years

6	years2	years

Preparation

5	years

Granada, Open Symposium - Update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics (S. Bethke) 



CEPC International Workshops
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260 attendees
30% from foreign institutions

330 attendees
22% from foreign institutions

100 attendees
55% attendance from abroad

150 attendees
67% attendance from abroad

Be
iji

ng
Eu

ro
p

e
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This year future workshops:

2020 European Edition
Marseille, France

Chicago: September 16-18

IHEP, Beijing: November 18-20

https://indico.cern.ch/event/820586/

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/9960/

US-centric workshop



Final remarks
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2021: CEPC Accelerator TDR expected 
2023: CEPC International Detectors TDRs 
2030: Data-taking ideal starting date

PFA-oriented — with TPC or full-silicon tracker
High-magnetic field (3 Tesla)

Drift chamber and dual readout calorimeter
Low-magnetic field (2 Tesla)

Two significantly different detector concepts developed

The Higgs at 125 GeV makes e+e- circular machines an exciting possibility 

CEPC accelerator studies well advanced

CEPC CDR: http://cepc.ihep.ac.cn/

Key accelerator and detector technologies R&D continues and are put to prototyping

CEPC aims to be an International Global project 
At least one future high-energy e+e- collider should be built 

CEPC community ready to participate in FCC project if it si built first 
Continued world-wide coordination effort is crucial to realize such project

Large synergies between 
needed R&D and already 

approved projects



CEPC  

web site
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http://cepc.ihep.ac.cn/ 

CDR
Download



Power consumption evaluation
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Power consumption during Higgs running: 266 MW

22% efficiency (larger than other projects): 60 MW beam → 266 MW total

 437 

With these measures, the total facility power for operation as a Higgs factory is 
estimated to be 270 MW, below the 300 MW target. For operation in the Z and W mode, 
the power consumption is much lower as shown in Appendix 3. Fig. 12.4 shows the 
relative power consumption of each CEPC system. 

 
Figure 12.4: Relative power consumption of each CEPC system. 

The energy efficiency of the CEPC, expressed as a ratio between the beam power (60 
MW) over the total power from the grid (270 MW), is 22%, higher than other accelerator 
facilities. For example, the PSI cyclotron in Switzerland has an energy efficiency of 18%, 
which is the highest among all existing or previously existed accelerator facilities. The 
energy efficiency of the SNS (an SRF linac plus a storage ring) at Oak Ridge, USA is 
8.6%, and that of the J-PARC (a linac and two synchrotrons) in Japan is 3%. Another 
comparison is with the ILC, a future linear collider, which has a design efficiency of 5% 
(beam power 5.28 MW, total facility power 117.3 MW). 

We will continue to investigate effective ways for energy efficiency improvement, 
including possible reuse and recycling of waste power from the accelerator. 

As stated in Chapter 3, the CEPC is planned to operate 6,000 hours each year. At 270 
MW, the electricity usage will be 1.6 × 109 kW-hours a year, resulting in an electricity bill 
of RMB one billion (about USD 150 million). 

12.3 Project Timeline 

Fig. 12.5 shows our current concept of a timeline for the CEPC project. It consists of 
the following stages: 

x The first stage is to complete a Preliminary Conceptual Design Report (Pre-
CDR) in 2015 and a Conceptual Design Report (CDR) in 2018. With the 
publication of this report, these goals have been achieved. 

x The next stage is a 5-year period from 2018 to 2022 for R&D and for 
completion of a Technical Design Report (TDR). 

Tevatron: 58 MW;       LHC, 7 TeV: ~180 MW

Power consumption mitigating measures

Limit synchrotron radiation power to 30 MW 
per beam  

Use superconducting RF cavities  

Use high efficiency klystrons  

Use permanent magnets in the 1 km Linac to 
Booster transport lines 

Use a 2-in-1 structure for Collider dipoles and quadrupoles  

Combine dipole and sextupole functions in the Collider bending magnets  

Use a large coil cross section in the quadrupoles 



Main Parameters of Collider Ring (CDR)
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 Higgs W Z（3T） Z（2T）

Number of IPs 2
Beam energy (GeV) 120 80 45.5
Circumference (km) 100
Synchrotron radiation loss/turn (GeV) 1.73 0.34 0.036
Crossing angle at IP (mrad) 16.5×2
Piwinski angle 2.58 7.0 23.8

Number of particles/bunch Ne (1010) 15.0 12.0 8.0

Bunch number (bunch spacing) 242 (0.68µs) 1524 (0.21µs) 12000 (25ns+10%gap)

Beam current (mA) 17.4 87.9 461.0
Synchrotron radiation power /beam (MW) 30 30 16.5

β function at IP βx* / βy* (m) 0.36/0.0015 0.36/0.0015 0.2/0.0015 0.2/0.001

Emittance εx/εy (nm) 1.21/0.0031 0.54/0.0016 0.18/0.004 0.18/0.0016

Beam size at IP σx /σy (µm) 20.9/0.068 13.9/0.049 6.0/0.078 6.0/0.04

RF frequency f RF (MHz)  (harmonic) 650 (216816)

Bunch length σz (mm) 3.26 5.9 8.5

Photon number due to beamstrahlung 0.29 0.35 0.55

Lifetime (hour) 0.67 1.4 4.0 2.1

Luminosity/IP L (1034 cm-2s-1) 2.93 10.1 16.6 32.1



A few other physics highlights
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Is EWPT 1st order? SUSY
blind spots

Dark sector search
With Z rare decay Right-handed 

neutrinos

Origin of neutrino 
mass

200 400 600 800 1000

200
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m t~1 [GeV]

m
t~
2
[G
eV

]

Spin-0
gh b~1 b

~
1
= 0

Current limit

Current expected sensitivity

LHC Run 3

LHC Run 4

CEPC

ILC

FCC-ee/hh

Figure 3: Excluded parameter space and expected sensitivities at the 2� CL of current (gray)
and future data (various colors) for spin-0 top-partners in the mt̃2

versus mt̃1
plane. In the

left plot, we assume tan � ' 1 and hb̃1b̃1 coupling vanishes (Eq. (5.47)), while in the right
plot, tan � is large to maximize the D-term contributions in the stop and sbottom sector
(Eq. (5.48)). We assume that top partners are the only BSM contributions to the Higgs
couplings and can contribute to exotic Higgs decay through h ! t̃t̃ and, possibly, h ! b̃1b̃1.
The other Higgs couplings are fixed to their SM values. For both plots, we require m

b̃1
to

be real in the allowed region.

Eq. (5.45).
As anticipated in Section 5.1, the lower bounds on the masses are strongest for mt̃1

= mt̃2

and weaker for split masses. The constraints and projections along the degenerate direction
for high masses arise dominantly from the presence of the two stops in the hgg and h��

loops. Comparing the two plots in this region, we see that the D-term contribution in the
stop mass matrix Eq. (5.25) and in the Higgs-stop-stop couplings Eqs. (5.29)–(5.31), as well
as including the sbottom contribution, only slightly extends the constraints and projections
at the O(1%) level. When one of the stops becomes lighter than half the Higgs mass,
constraints arise from h ! t̃t̃ (left plot) and from h ! t̃t̃ and h ! b̃1b̃1 (right plot). If
one of the stops becomes heavy, the coupling of the Higgs to the lighter stop with mass
below mh/2 becomes small and the Higgs decay to the lighter stop vanishes. However, in
the presence of a light left-handed sbottom (corresponding to a light left-handed stop, t̃1),
the Higgs decay width to sbottoms is large; while the current data is unable to rule out the
mt̃2

< mh/2 region entirely, future LHC Run 3 data can su�ciently constrain exotic Higgs
decays to probe this region completely.

25

Figure 11: Expected sensitivities at the 2� C.L. of FCC-ee for spin-0 models with additional
constraints from ��Zh. In the left plot, we assume tan � ' 1 and hb̃1b̃1 coupling vanishes
(Eq. (5.47)), while in the right plot, tan � is large to maximize the D-term contributions in
the stop and sbottom sector (Eq. (5.48)).

CEPC and FCC-ee [71, 72, 93]), we observe additional constraints in the non-degenerate
region when tan � ! 1. As seen in Fig. 11, less additional parameter space is constrained
when tan � is large. If we were to increase the statistics of the future lepton colliders and
improve the measurement on ��Zh to 0.1%, we start to probe more of the non-degenerate
region in both cases. With 0.1% of data, we can also robustly rule out mt̃1

 150 GeV
in both cases. However, one should note that this is tied to the ansatz that t̃1 is mostly
left-handed in our setup, which fixes the b̃1 mass. This is also the reason why the limits are
not symmetric under the interchange of t̃1 and t̃2. It would be interesting to study fully the
large-mixing region of small stop- and sbottom-masses in the MSSM to find robust lower
bounds.

For fermionic top partners, which we consider to be part of an EFT, we do not implement
a full one-loop analysis, as there can be additional dimension-six operators generated at the
UV scale that could also contribute to the Higgstrahlung cross-section. However, we can still
make a conservative estimate of the contribution to the Zh cross section from the top-partners
using WFR in the EFT with the assumption that there are no large cancellations between
the loop-e�ects and higher-dimension operators. With this assumption, the deviation in the
Zh cross-section, from the the finite contributions to Higgs WFR in the multiple fermionic
top partner model in Section 5.2.4, is given by,

��Zh = �
m

2
t

8⇡2

�
⇢

2

m
2
T1

+
(1 � ⇢)2

m
2
T2

�
. (A.70)
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Figure 8: Left: LHC and CEPC precision Higgs constraints in the mt̃1
� mt̃2

plane from Higgs couplings to gluons and photons, from [] Right: Coverage of
blind spots including precision measurement of the Zh cross section. ( Obtain
up-to-date CEPC-specific plots – NC)

with the broken global symmetry, although precise corrections may vary between177

Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons depending on the model. As shown178

in Fig. 9, the precision attainable at the CEPC probes this mixing to better than one179

part in one hundred, translating to an energy reach of several TeV. In the simplest180

composite realizations of global symmetries, bounds on v
2
/f

2 translate directly181

into lower bounds on the tuning of the electroweak scale, but this tuning may be182

avoided in Little Higgs models and related constructions.183

Loop level184

Global symmetry approaches to naturalness likewise feature a plethora of new185

states near the weak scale, albeit with the same statistics as their Standard Model186

counterparts. While corrections to Higgs couplings from loops of these new par-187

ticles are typically sub-dominant compared to tree-level corrections, they provide188

a more immutable test of naturalness. As with supersymmetry, the largest cor-189

rections are typically due to the fermionic top partner sector, due to the large190

coupling of these partners to the Higgs and their proximity to the weak scale. As191

such partners typically carry Standard Model quantum numbers, the most striking192

corrections are to the loop-level couplings of the Higgs to gluons and photons.193

Consider a theory involving two top partners T1, T2 whose couplings are dic-194
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BSM	Physics	with	TeraZ			
•  Search	for	sterile	neutrinos	in	Z	decays:	Number	
of	events	depends	on	mixing	between	N	and	ν,	
and	mN	

(Very)	Displaced	SV	

HNL mass (GeV)
1 10

2
|U

|

-1110

-1010

-910

-810

-710

-610
Inverted hierarchy

BBN

Seesaw

BAU
PS191
CHARM

NuTeV

SHiP

FCC-ee

•  Search	for	axions	in	Z	decays:	Axion	
Like	Particles	(ALPS)	appear	in	several	
extensions	of	the	SM		

Filippo Sala (DESY Hamburg)                         “10-100 GeV ALPs”                           2nd FCC Workshop 14
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HIGGS BOSON AND ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY BREAKING 27

Figure 2.14: Collider observables in the real scalar singlet model. Points in theory space with a first
order phase transition are shown in orange, points with a strongly first order phase transition are shown
in blue, and points with a strongly first order phase transition that also produces detectable gravitational
waves are shown in red. The funnel region at �3/�3,SM ⇡ 1 corresponds to a “blind spot” where a first
order phase transition is obtained despite having SM-like couplings. The figure is reproduced from
Ref. [62].

Figure 2.14 shows that the models with a first order phase transition (all colored points)
also generally predict large deviations in the HZZ coupling. For the models with a
strongly first order phase transition (blue and red points) the effect on gHZZ is large
enough to be tested by CEPC. Additionally, most of the parameter points also predict
a large enhancement to the Higgs trilinear self-coupling that can be probed by a future
100 TeV hadron collider experiment, like the proposed SppC. The funnel region of or-
ange points at �3/�3,SM ⇡ 1 corresponds to a "blind spot” where the Higgs-singlet mixing
vanishes. Thus, apart from the blind spot, the reach of CEPC is sufficient to probe a first
order electroweak phase transition across the entire parameter space of these models.

The blind spot mentioned above corresponds to two scenarios. The Higgs-singlet mix-
ing could vanish, because of an accidental cancellation between aHS and �HSvS . This
corresponds to an artificially fine-tuned parameter space, that is not theoretically appeal-
ing. Alternatively, the mixing vanishes identically in the Z2 symmetric limit of the singlet
extension. In this case, the relevant parameter space is shown in Figure 2.13. The right
panel shows the predicted deviation in the HZZ coupling away from the Standard Model
expectation, which is comfortably within reach of CEPC’s projected sensitivity.

Another representation of the parameter space appears in Figure 2.15, which shows a
correlation between the phase transition temperature and the Higgs cubic self-coupling.
For a similar analysis see also Ref. [64], but note that this article was published before the
Higgs boson mass was determined.

Among all possible new physics that renders the electroweak phase transition to be first
order, we focus on the singlet extension here, because it is the most challenging to test
with collider experiments. To illustrate this point, one can allow the new scalar particles
to carry an electric charge (similar to a two-Higgs doublet model). An analysis of this
model has been performed in Ref. [62], and the results are shown in Figure 2.16. The



Synchrotron radiation in circular colliders
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Property FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (100 km)

Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 45.6 80 120

Energy loss/turn (GeV) 0.03 0.33 1.67 7.55 0.035 0.33 1.68

∼
E4

beam

M4 × r

Synchrotron radiation:

Experimental conditions

Synchrotron radiation in circular colliders

Synchrotron radiation from bending
high-energy electron beam on circular
trajectory

Limit synchrotron radiation in
interaction region by bending the
beams as little as possible upstream
to the IP ! “Asymmetric layout”

FCC-ee simualtions

Current CEPC baseline

Property Unit FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (54 km)
Energy/beam GeV 45.6 80 120 175 120

Energy loss / turn GeV 0.03 0.33 1.67 7.55 3.11

Eva Sicking (CERN) Detector challenges for high-energy e+e� colliders May 22, 2017 14 / 51

Asymmetric layout

LEP: 2.75 GeV/turn lost at E = 105 GeV

e+ e-



High luminosities in circular colliders
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Property FCC-ee (100 km) CEPC (100 km)

Beam energy (GeV) 45.6 80 120 175 45.6 80 120

Luminosity/IP (1034cm-2s-1) 230 28 8.5 1.5 32 10 3

Bunches/beam 16640 2000 393 48 12000 1524 242

Bunch separation (ns) 20 160 830 8300 25 260 680

Experimental conditions

High luminosities in circular colliders

Property

Unit

FCC-ee (100 km)

CEPC (54km)

Beam
energy

GeV
45.6

80
120

175

120

Luminosity/IP

10 34
cm �2

s �1

90
19

5.1
1.3

2.0

Bunches / beam

91500
5260

780
81

50

Bunch separation

ns
2.5

50
400

4000

-

Luminosities of up to ⇠
10 36

cm �2
s �1

Large number of bunches

Consequences for detector design

Crossing angle of qc =
30mrad †

to

avoid parasitic collisions

Bunch separation impacts on detector

designNo power pulsing of detectors

FCC-ee beam
pipe proposal

†
CLIC: qc =

20mrad

Vertex det. &
Beam

pipes &

Eva Sicking
(CERN)

Detector challenges for high-energy e +
e�

colliders

May 22, 2017

12 / 51

Luminosity up to ~ 1036 cm-2s-1 

Large number of bunches

Crossing angle of θc ~ 30 mrad 
to avoid parasitic collisions

FCC-ee

Consequences for detector design

Crossing angle at IP 
Bunch separation impacts overall designs 

No power pulsing of detectors



Plasma Wakefield Accelerator (PWFA) - Linac Replacement
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10 - 1000 GV/m

 485 

only seems attractive, but also to be feasible. In the next section, a preliminary conceptual 
design for a 45 GeV level injector based on a high transformer ratio (TR) electron beam 
driven plasma wakefield accelerator (PWA) is presented.  Its feasibility is mainly due to 
the availability of high average power driver technology (10 kW or more).  

A5.1.3: References 

1. Tajima, T. & Dawson, J. M. Laser Electron Accelerator. Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 267–270 
(1979). 

2. Chen, P., Dawson, J. M., Huff, R. W. & T. Katsouleas, “Acceleration of electrons by the 
interaction of a bunched electron beam with a plasma,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 54, 693–696 
(1985). 

A5.2: Preliminary Design 

A5.2.1: Overall Conceptual Design based on a Single-Stage HTR PWFA 

 
Figure A5.1: layout of a PWFA injector 

In the layout in Fig. A5.1, two RF guns are used to generate two electron bunches 
with proper timing delay and bunch shapes. Combined with bunch compression and 
acceleration, these two beams are accelerated to 10 GeV energy together. After passing 
through a meter scale plasma acceleration module, the trailing bunch will be accelerated 
to about 45 GeV (with TR = 3.5). For the positron beam, a beam line including a positron 
target, a damping ring and bunch compression chicane is used to generate a short positron 
beam (50 fs) of a few GeV. This positron beam then is accelerated by a PWFA driven by 
the 45 GeV electron beam to about 45 GeV.   

To generate a high transformer ratio in the PWFA, the electron beam driver needs to 
have a current profile with slow rise and fast decay (triangle shape). Such profiles can be 
produced by combing the RF gun with bunch compression. Fig. A5.2 shows an example 
(7 nC) from beam line simulation with an S-band photoinjector. A transformer ratio TR 
= 3.5 can be generated using this driver in a PWFA, as shown in Fig. A5.3.   
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By June 2020, a detailed CEPC Plasma Injector report on start-to-end simulations, including both beam line 
simulations of Linac and positron driver, and full 3D simulations for 45 GeV-120 GeV designs, should be 
completed.  

to collider



Software and Reconstruction algorithms
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After the CDR it is a good time to re-evaluate our software tools
Improve simplicity, flexibility, efficiency and collaborative nature 

Simulation Software

Based on standard tools

Root data format
DD4hep
Geant4

New hit-based Fast Simulation

FATRAS
(Fast ATLAS TRAck Simulation)

Important to use common tools as much as possible

Reconstruction Software
Considering new tracking tool

ACTS
(A Common Tracking Software)

Porting of PFA tools:
Pandora and Arbor

Developing other algorithms: 
vertex, long-lived charged particles, 

particle identification in jets 



Interaction region: Machine Detector Interface
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• Radiative	Bhabha	scattering	
• Beam-beam	interactions	
• Synchrotron	radiation	
• Beam-gas	interactions	

Machine induced backgrounds

}
Higgs operation 
(Ecm = 240 GeV)

Rates at the inner layer (16 mm): 
Hit density: ~2.5 hits/cm2/BX 
TID:                2.5 MRad/year  
NIEL:             1012 1MeV neq/cm2 

(Safety factors of 10 applied)

DETECTOR BACKGROUNDS 169

Table 10.1: Higgs machine design parameters fed to the GUINEA-PIG simulation.

Machine Parameters Unit Value

Beam energy GeV 120
Particles per bunch 1.29⇥ 10

11

Beam size �x/�y µm 20.9/0.086
Beam size �z µm 3480
Normalized Emittance "x/"y mm·mrad 284.1/0.845

the contribution from radiative Bhabha scattering after collimation. However, Fig. 10.4(b)
shows that radiative Bhabha leads to much higher TID, which can be understood that
charged particles of higher energies are generated following this process.
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of of hit density (a) and TID (b) due to pair production and radiative Bhabha
scattering.

In addition, Fig 10.5 shows the distributions of non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) due
to pair production and radiative Bhabha scattering. Highest annual NIEL levels are in the
range of 1011 ⇠ 10

12 on the first vertex detector layer (r = 1.6 cm) and decrease at larger
radii.

10.3.4 Beam-gas interactions

Interactions between the beam particles and the residual gas in the beam pipe can induce
electromagnetic showers in the interaction region and enter the detector. Gas pressure is
assumed to be 10

�7 mbar, and results can be linearly rescaled for other pressures. Pre-
liminary result suggests that detector backgrounds induced by beam-gas interaction is
small compared to other types of backgrounds but more detailed evaluation needs to be
performed.

Vertex layer: 
1 2                   3 4                    5 6 



Detector R&D Time Projection Chamber

Time projection chamber

TPC as tracker studied for ILD, CEPC

⇠ 200 space points along the track

dE/dx measurement for PID

Challenges under study
Hit timing and momentum resolution,
ion back flow, occupancy

Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/Triple GEM
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel read-out

Large TPC prototype

GEM and Micromegas readout
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Readout: Micro-pattern gas detectors
Double/trip GEMs
Resistive micromegas
Integrated pixel readout

dE/dx measurement for PID

Ion backflow → affects resolution

Solution: Gating concepts and new 
readout modules under study 



Time Projection Chamber (TPC) Prototypes
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Hybrid: GEM and Micromegas readout

Small prototype built
R&D on-going

TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER AND SILICON TRACKER 161

This hybrid configuration, GEM-MM is currently the baseline readout module for the
CEPC TPC. Figure 4.16 shows a small prototype of 100⇥100 mm2 that has been produced
and tested. The device has a 4 mm drift region GEM, followed by a 1.4 mm transfer region
and a MicroMegas with an avalanche region of 0.128 mm. The preliminary results of this
detector module are described next.

Figure 4.16: Left: Schematic diagram of the GEM-MM hybrid detector module. The device has
a GEM with a 4 mm drift region, followed by a 1.4 mm transfer region and a MicroMegas with
an avalanche region of 0.128 mm. Right: Photo of the detector prototype with 100 cm2 active area
designed based on this concept.

The IBF tests have been carried out with a 55Fe X-ray source and several gas mixtures:
Ar/CO2 (90%/10%), Ar/iC4H10 (95%/5%) and Ar/CF4/iC4H10 (95%/3%/2%) - T2K gas.
The currents on the anode and drift cathode were measured precisely with an electrometer.

The 55Fe X-ray source has a characteristic energy of 5.9 keV. In the Ar/CO2 gas, a typ-
ical pulse height spectrum for a GEM or MicroMegas detector contains one major peak
corresponding to the 5.9 keV X-rays and an escape peak at lower pulse height correspond-
ing to the ionization energy of an electron from the argon K-shell.

Figure 4.17: Energy spectrum of the 55Fe radioactive source in Ar/CO2 (90%/10%) as measured by
the GEM-MM hybrid module. The green curve is the whole energy spectrum from the module. The
last two peaks correspond to the GEM and MicroMegas amplification in tandem. The first two peaks
are from MicroMegas amplification only.

GEM

MM

TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER AND SILICON TRACKER 163

results reported here were obtained in the green rectangle area. There is no obvious dis-
charge or spark, and there is no large number of electrons to lead the high space charge to
reduce the value of IBF. No indication of space charge affecting the IBF measurement is
found.

Figure 4.19: Comparison of the IBF with the different X-ray’s voltage and current. The test results of
the GEM-MM detector prototype appear in the green area where there is no space charge effect.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: (a) Schematic diagram of the detector module with the 266 nm laser system. The red
lines show the split laser beam injection into drift chamber. (b) There are several laser beam planes,
each composed of 6 downward beams, and 6 upwards beams. Several single horizontal laser beams
also transverse the chamber.

Laser calibration and alignment system
A laser calibration system with narrow beams inside the drift volume to simulate ioniz-

Laser calibration and alignment system

R&D by: IHEP, Tsinghua and Shandong
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Hybrid: GEM and Micromegas readout

Small prototype built
R&D on-going

TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER AND SILICON TRACKER 161

This hybrid configuration, GEM-MM is currently the baseline readout module for the
CEPC TPC. Figure 4.16 shows a small prototype of 100⇥100 mm2 that has been produced
and tested. The device has a 4 mm drift region GEM, followed by a 1.4 mm transfer region
and a MicroMegas with an avalanche region of 0.128 mm. The preliminary results of this
detector module are described next.

Figure 4.16: Left: Schematic diagram of the GEM-MM hybrid detector module. The device has
a GEM with a 4 mm drift region, followed by a 1.4 mm transfer region and a MicroMegas with
an avalanche region of 0.128 mm. Right: Photo of the detector prototype with 100 cm2 active area
designed based on this concept.

The IBF tests have been carried out with a 55Fe X-ray source and several gas mixtures:
Ar/CO2 (90%/10%), Ar/iC4H10 (95%/5%) and Ar/CF4/iC4H10 (95%/3%/2%) - T2K gas.
The currents on the anode and drift cathode were measured precisely with an electrometer.

The 55Fe X-ray source has a characteristic energy of 5.9 keV. In the Ar/CO2 gas, a typ-
ical pulse height spectrum for a GEM or MicroMegas detector contains one major peak
corresponding to the 5.9 keV X-rays and an escape peak at lower pulse height correspond-
ing to the ionization energy of an electron from the argon K-shell.

Figure 4.17: Energy spectrum of the 55Fe radioactive source in Ar/CO2 (90%/10%) as measured by
the GEM-MM hybrid module. The green curve is the whole energy spectrum from the module. The
last two peaks correspond to the GEM and MicroMegas amplification in tandem. The first two peaks
are from MicroMegas amplification only.

GEM

MM

Laser calibration and alignment system

Small prototype with Nd:YAG laser built
R&D on-going

R&D by: IHEP, Tsinghua and Shandong
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Study of the drift velocity 

Diagram of  the TPC small prototype 

266nm Laser UV mirrors system 

Detector and DAQ 
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Adjustable 
Support device 
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Laser beam track 

Preliminary results of  Laser tracker energy spectrum and tracker  

Test with 1 Tesla B field
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Constant angular displacement α (MEG2, IDEA)  
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1st super-layer (1st 8 layers) contains 8×192 cells 

kth super-layer contains 8×[192 + (k-1)×48] cells 
14th (last) super-layer contains 8×816 (6528) cells 

"  cell aspect ratio = 1 at any z  
"  cell size increases linearly with r within a super-layer 
"  average cell size within a super-layer increase slowly 

from 13.2 to 14.3 mm  

II. Cell deformation with stereo angle 

Jan. 17, 2019 F. Grancagnolo - DCH at HL Colliders 21 

VI. Separating gas containment from wire support 

Gas containment: 
Gas envelope can freely deform without  

affecting the internal wire position and tension. 

Wire support: 
Wire cage structure not subject to differential  
pressure can be light and feed-through-less. 
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Gas containment: 
Gas envelope can freely deform without  

affecting the internal wire position and tension. 

Wire support: 
Wire cage structure not subject to differential  
pressure can be light and feed-through-less. 

Wire support Gas containment

- 4 m long 
- Radius ~30-200 cm 
- 112 layers 
- cell size: ~ 1.4 mm2

IDEA: Ultra-light drift chamber

central:  
~ 1.6% X0

endcap 
~ 5% X0

The IDEA Drift Chamber at CEPC and FCC-ee 
The IDEA Detector at 
  

FCC-ee at CERN 
 
CEPC at IHEP-China 

The IDEA 
Drift 

Chamber 
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Rin [mm] 
Rout [mm] 

z 
[mm] 

drift 
chamber 350 2000 ±2000 

service 
area 

350 2000 ±(2000÷2250) 

inner 
wall gas wires 

outer 
wall 

service 
area 

thickness 
[mm] 0.2 1000 1000 20 250 

X0 [%] 0.08 0.07 0.13 1.2 4.5 

# of layers 112 min 11.8 mm  –  max 14.9 mm 

# of cells 56448 192 at first layer – 816 at last layer 

average cell size 13.9 mm min 11.8 mm  –  max 14.9 mm 

average stereo angle 134 mrad min 43 mrad  –  max 223 mrad 

transverse resolution 100 µm 80 µm with cluster timing 

longitudinal resolution 750 µm 600 µm with cluster timing 

active 
volume 50  m3 0.9 He 

0.1  iC4H10 

readout 
channel 112,896 r.o. from 

both ends 

max 
drift 
time 

400 ns 
800  
× 8 bit  

at  2 GHz 

160 kg/spoke

KLOE → MEG2 → IDEA

Material



Dual Readout Calorimeter
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Based on the DREAM/RD52 collaboration 

106 CALORIMETRY

Figure 6.63: The energy resolution for electrons in the copper-fibre module (left) and in the lead-fibre
module (right), as a function of the beam energy. Shown are the results for the two types of fibres, and
for the combined signals. The angle of incidence of the beam particles (✓, �) was (1.5�

, 1.0�). The
size of the beam spot was 10⇥ 10 mm

2.

Figure 6.64: Signal distributions for 20 GeV ⇡
� particles. Shown are the measured Čerenkov (a) and

scintillation (b) signal distributions as well as the signal distribution obtained by combining the two
signals according to Equation 4, with � = 0.45 (c).

In Figure 6.63, the electromagnetic resolution is shown for the 2 matrices.

6.4.4.2 Hadronic Performance

The RD52 lead matrix response was studied with pion and proton beams [36]. High-
multiplicity events ("jets") were also generated by means of a target. The energy was
reconstructed with the dual-readout relation (Eq. 4), that restores a gaussian behaviour
and linearity of the response (Figure 6.64 and Figure 6.65).

The comparison of p and ⇡ signals at 80 GeV is shown in Figure 6.66, confirming
that the method largely compensates for the differences in shower composition.

The limited lateral size of the matrix (about 1 �) allows to collect, in average, ⇠ 90%

of the shower energy so that leakage fluctuations dominate the resolution capability. Leak-
age counters were used to select events about fully contained (that of course, tend to have
a higher fem). The resolution improves by a factor of almost 2 in this case (Figure 6.67).
A second effect affecting resolution is the light attenuation in the fibres, that causes early

Energy resolution for electrons 

Expected resolution:
EM: ~10%/sqrt(E)

Hadronic: 30-40%/sqrt(E)
Dual readout (DR) calorimeter measures both:
- Electromagnetic component
- Non-electromagnetic component

�2FCC Week - Amsterdam, 10 April 2018

Hadron showers development

The hadronic showers are made of two components:
Electromagnetic component:  

from neutral meson (π0, η) decays 
Non electromagnetic component:  

charge hadrons π±, K± (20%)
nuclear fragments, p (25%)
n, soft γ’s (15%)
break-up of nuclei (invisible energy) (40%)[a
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The main fluctuations in the event-to-event calorimeter response are due to:
Large non-gaussian fluctuations in energy sharing em/non-em
Large, non-gaussian fluctuations in “invisible” energy losses
Increase of em component with energy

References: 
NIM A 537 (2004)

The calorimetric performance at collider experiments has always been spoiled by the 
 problem of non-compensation, arising from the dual nature of hadronic showers

The Dual-Readout calorimetry aims at solving this problem by measuring, event 
by event, the relative fraction of the em and non-em components

Fluctuations in event-by-event calorimeter 
response affect the energy resolution

Measure simultaneously: 
Cherenkov light (sensitive to relativistic particles)
Scintillator light (sensitive to total deposited energy)

Several prototypes from RD52
have been built
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DUAL-READOUT CALORIMETRY 103

Figure 5.52: A possible 4⇡ solution (called "wedge" geometry).

Figure 5.53: (a) Fibre arrangement inside the modules. (b) Dimensions of a module in the barrel
region (at ⌘ = 0): from inside to outside the number of fibres more than doubles.

Figure 5.54: An alternative 4⇡ solution (called "wing" geometry).

Projective 4π layout implemented into CEPC simulation
(based on 4th Detector Collaboration design)

DUAL-READOUT CALORIMETRY 103

Figure 5.52: A possible 4⇡ solution (called "wedge" geometry).

Figure 5.53: (a) Fibre arrangement inside the modules. (b) Dimensions of a module in the barrel
region (at ⌘ = 0): from inside to outside the number of fibres more than doubles.

Figure 5.54: An alternative 4⇡ solution (called "wing" geometry).

Covers full volume up to |cos(θ)| = 0.995

4000 fibers (start at different depths 
to keep constant the sampling fraction) 

Studying different readout schemes
PMT vs SiPM

Based on the DREAM/RD52 collaboration 

Expected resolution:
EM: ~10%/sqrt(E)

Hadronic: 30-40%/sqrt(E)

NEED: large size prototype 
that could contain

full hadronic shower

Demonstration in test beam experiments



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets

LGAD sensor  
Monolithic CMOS sensors 

Large area gaseous detector  
Novel materials and fabrication techniques 

Silicon based calorimetry  
Scintillators+SiPM based detectors  
Liquid Argon detectors 
Dual Readout calorimetry

Reinforced super conductors 
Ultra-light cryostat  
Advanced magnet powering systems 



Major Technology R&D for Future Experiments
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Silicon detectors

Gas detectors

Calorimetry

Detector magnets

Detector mechanics

IC technologies

High speed electronics

Software

Low-mass mechanical structures  
High performance cooling

Mainstream CMOS technologies (28/16 nm)

ASICs for up to 56 Gb/s data links 
High performance FPGAs  
Optoelectronics 

Faster simulation  
Heterogeneous computing frameworks (GPUs, FPGA) 
Efficient analysis facilities  
Efficient resource sharing across experiments

https://ep-dep.web.cern.ch/rd-experimental-technologies 



High rates of QCD background 
• Complex triggers 

• High levels of radiation 
• Detector design focus on radiation hardness of 
many sub-detectors 

Particle Colliders
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 Electrons are point-like particles 

• Initial state well-defined (particle, energy, 
polarization?) 

• High-precision measurements

S/B ~ 10-10

Very high-energy feasible with circular colliders Very high-energy require linear colliders

Proton are compound objects 
• Initial state unknown  (particle and momentum) 

• Limits achievable precision

 Clean experimental environment 

• No (less) need for triggers 

• Lower levels of radiation S/B ~ 10-3

Hadron CollidersElectron Colliders


